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NOTE TO THE READER:

Instead of modifying this document to fit boring script 
"standards" and look professional or whatever we left it 
completely untouched. This is exactly what flowed through 
our dumb brains to our fingertips when writing Dick Figures 
The Movie. We had a ton of fun (and beer) writing this 
movie and are thrilled to share this part of the creative 
process with you all. Without you, it never could have 
happened. Thank you, from the bottom of our stick-hearts.

Also, a note for DF trivia buffs, there is ONE joke in the 
movie that doesn't make any sense unless you read this 
script. Scene 23. Enjoy the F'ing H out of reading this.

- Ed & Zack

NOTE TO SCREENWRITERS & OUR PARENTS:

We're very, very sorry.
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SCENE 1 - FIRST DAY OF COOL

EXT. OUTER SPACE

We see space, with stars whizzin' past and shit.

ZEUS (V.O.)
This is a story about stick 
figures, who live in a world full 
of monsters and explosions and... 
raccoons, and a lot of other cool 
stuff too. And it all takes place 
on a little planet we like to 
call...

We see Saturn in the middle of the shot.

ZEUS (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Earth.

Saturn rotates out of the way to reveal the Earth.

ZEUS (V.O.) (CONT'D)
There it is.

Suddenly an asteroid blasts through space directly towards 
Earth! Oh no!

EXT. SCHOOL - MORNING

Pan down through clouds, to an Elementary School. School 
bus pulls up and we see PINK, RACCOON (super fat), LT, 
STACY, BROSEPH, and TROLLZ0R hop out. The BEE's in there 
too, but he's tiny, he's a bee.

TROLLZ0R
FIRST!

LORD TOURETTES
Who the FUDGE cares!?

RACCOON
I can't wait for runch!

STACY
Oh my gawd, do you think there are 
gonna be boyz at this school or 
what?

PINK
Ew, boys have cooties!
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Pink looks back and sees lil BLUE who waits on the bottom 
step of the bus.

DINGLEBERRY
Adios assholes! I'm late for a 
rave!

Dingleberry cranks some dubstep and pops a whole bottle of 
pills then speeds off--

DINGLEBERRY
Oh no, not the explosion factory!

Huge explosion. Blue shrugs and walks towards the camera in 
slow mo as a fireball spreads behind him. Badasssss. He 
trips and falls into the mud. Pink laughs.

BROSEPH
Where'd you learn to walk? Cripple 
school? NICCEEEE.

Broseph hi-fives himself as everyone walks into class and 
Blue is saaaaad. Blue walks through the playground.

RACCOON
If you're happy and you know it, 
crap your hands.

Raccoon claps his hands. Stacy is high on pixie sticks and 
talking to Pink.

STACY
Hey bitch, you want a pixie stick?

PINK
My mom says those turn you into a 
whore.

STACY
Probably!

Stacy guzzles down some sticks. Nearby, Go-Home-Girl is 
young and skinny and hopscotching SOOO happily. :(

LORD TOURETTES
Oh, hello Blue!

BLUE
Hi, Lord Tourettes.

LORD TOURETTES
First day of class?
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BLUE
Yeah...

LORD TOURETTES
SPLENDID! Mine as well. Say, 
there's a young JERK FACE looking 
for you. Says he wants to beat 
your BUTT until you die! Well, ta-
taa!

LT jumps away. Blue goes to a see-saw, and sits down alone.

BLUE
(sad)

Whee. Sigh.

Broseph walks up super cocky.

BROSEPH
Sup... bro! You new here or what?

BLUE
Uh yeah, first day.

Broseph climbs onto the see-saw then walks to the other 
end, tipping Blue into the air.

BROSEPH
Must be, cuz otherwise you'd know 
this see-saw's for 5th graders!

Bullies surround Blue.

BLUE
Huh, I... Sorry, I didn't know-

BROSEPH
And the price for playing on the 
5th grade playground...is your 
MILK MONEY!

The bullies pull Blue down to the ground, lifting Broseph 
into the air on the other side.

BLUE
(struggling)

But... I'm lactose intolerant!

BROSEPH
Really? Well, let's see if you're 
FIST-ose intolerant!

They punch Blue in the face and he starts to tear up.
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BROSEPH (CONT'D)
What's the matter, Blue-kid?

BLUE
My mom says I drink too much 
water, that's how come I cry so 
much... and peeeee.

BULLY
Gross!

They beat him up some more and Blue cries for help. Pink 
and the other girls look over.

BROSEPH
You know I got held back five 
years... but my muscles didn't.

They continue beating up Blue, he doesn't stand a chance.

BROSEPH (CONT'D)
Old McDonald had a farm, now 
you're gonna DIE, nerd.

BLUE
NOOO!

KABOOM! A mega-shockwave blasts somewhere high above. 
Broseph looks up, squinting.

KID (O.S.)
What is that?

LORD TOURETTES
Look! It's an ASS-teroid! Ooh.

BROSEPH
Dude, DUDE, DUUUUDE!!!

The asteroid shoots out of the clouds and lands right on 
Broseph, disintegrating him so hard. Just killing the fuck 
out of him. There is a HUUUUGE explosion! It creates a 
giant crater in the middle of the playground.

Blue gets up and nervously peeks over the edge. Kids 
chatter in the background. The smoke clears and we see 
Broseph's skull charred on the ground, hair-swoop included. 
A Red foot crushes it. We pan up. Holy fuck, it's RED.

RED
Sup.

STACY
Oh my god, who is that?!
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BULLY
It's a new kid! Get him!!

Bullies pour over the edge of the crater. Red, whose hat is 
on forward, slowly moves it around to face backwards then 
SHIT... GETS...REAL!

Red blasts into the air, looking epic courtesy of a 
lightning strike, then beats the shit out of a dozen 
bullies better than Jackie could. It's just pure 
kindergarten mayhem.

He sprints at top speed, leaping onto a metal-dome-thingy 
(remember those?) and goes wild with punches and kicks 
before smashing the whole thing to the ground. Dudes fly 
everywhere. Red grabs ahold of the tether ball and uses it 
as a weapon to fend off more attacking bullies. He whips 
the rope around one, pinning him to the pole before 
flipping away.

Red climbs up a slide, smashing unfortunates who get in his 
way. Making his way from one end of the playstructure to 
the other, Red takes no prisoners as he takes out like, 
half the graduating class.

Then, oh shit! Bullies show up with bats on the bridge! Red 
snatches a bat away from one and pummels the rest. He 
ninja-jumps into the air, shattering the bridge with a bat-
throw, and JUST lands on the other side. Red climbs to 
safety but when he returns to the playground dozens of 
bullies tackle him to the ground. DOG PILE! Burly Brawl-
style from The Matrix Reloaded. But that movie wasn't that 
great so Red decides he's had enough of this nonsense and 
EXPLODES outwards, blasting all of the bullies off of him. 
They go flying everywhere. Kids land in trees, knock 
against buildings. It's awesome. The girls are very 
impressed.

STACY
OMG you're sooooo secksyyyyy!

RED
I know.

Blue runs over to Red.

BLUE
Dude, you saved my life!

RED
I know.

BLUE
What's your name?
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RED
I know- uh, I mean... I'm Red.

BLUE
My name's Blue. No matter what 
happens, I promise... I will 
always be your friend.

Blue raises his hand up.

RED
I know... Cuz I'm awesome!

They high five... THE high five. BRAFAWHCOWWW!!!

SCENE 2 - GROWING PAINS

Growing up montage.

- Blue opens his lunchbox but it's empty. He looks up and 
Red is sitting on the edge of the table eating his sandwich 
staring at girls. Blue is super grumpy-cat.

- Everyone's picking teams for dodge ball and Red points to 
Blue. Blue nods and points to himself in confusion. Red 
motions for him to get out of the way. Some other kid 
(light blue) is standing right behind him.

- Teacher asks a question. Lord Tourettes (LT) puts his 
hand up and swears. Teaches points for him to leave! 
Saaaaad.

- Red leans over and peeks at Blue's test answers. The 
teacher grades them and returns the test. They both get 
F's. Red slaps Blue in the face.

- Red and Blue walk up to first day of middle school 
together.

- Blue is at a dance nervously drinking punch on the side. 
Red is out on the dance floor going nuts with girls 
everywhere. Go Home Girl is alone eating snacks, noooo!

- Red looks at Blue's test answers again. Blue gets an A 
and Red gets an F. Red slaps him.

- Blue smiles... he has horrible braces, acne and glasses. 
Red smiles and reveals his gold grill while sunglasses fly 
onto his head. Zoom out to reveal Blue has Forrest Gump-
style leg braces. So embarrassing.

- Two lockers slam closed. Red and Blue are in high school. 
Blue goes for a high-five but a ton of girls walk by and 
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Red ditches Blue to follow them. Blue is sad, like always.

- Everyone is walking up to college. Stacy walks into Med 
School (Ep#40: Robot Frog!).

- Red throws a HUGE party in the dorm, bras on his head and 
all. Total College-house pimp. Pan over and Blue is trying 
to study but people are bumping and grinding all up on him.

- Same framing, but this time in a classroom. Blue is 
scribbling furiously and Red is lying face down, dead on 
the desk. They get their papers back. Blue gets an A+, Red 
gets an F+. Still unconscious, Red slaps Blue in the 
face... Again.

- Graduation! Red and Blue show off their diplomas. Red 
majors in "Undeclared with a minor in Flip Cup". Blue 
double majors in "Advanced Joystick Theory" and "Cynical 
Studies". Everyone tosses their graduation caps into the 
air, but Red just throws his hat.

SCENE 3 - P-DAY

INT. BLUE'S ROOM - DAY

We see Blue's room which is filled with all kinds of nerd/
gamer/movie related junk. Pink and Blue are hanging out on 
his bed, sexily... Almost?

PINK
Come on, Blue... PLEASE!

BLUE
I'm not gonna tell you.

PINK
Please please please!

BLUE
No way! I got you the greatest 
birthday present of all time I'm 
not gonna spoil the surprise.

PINK
You're such a jerk!

Pink punches Blue.

BLUE
Agh! God... OW.
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PINK
Wooooowww, you're a jerk... AND a 
wuss.

BLUE
No! (Super bitch-like) Owwwwww-

PINK
Alright you pussy, I gotta go to 
work.

Pink leaves.

INT. RED & BLUE'S APARTMENT - DAY

Out in the living room Red is playing a video game, "Super 
Italiano Brothers," where GELATO BENE is the main 
character. It looks so shitty. Pink leaves Blue's bedroom 
and walks past Red.

PINK
See ya later, Blue, I'll call you 
tonight.

BLUE
Okay shmoopsy poo-poo-pie.

PINK
I can't wait to see what you get 
me for my birthday.

RED
Hey toots!

PINK
Go to hell, Red.

RED
Okay, see ya there!

Red plays the most-shitty of games and consistently gets to 
the same hole and just jumps into it, dying. Blue walks out 
and starts cleaning up their messy apartment.

BLUE
Dude this place is a duuuump!

RED
You know where there IS a dump? 
Your bed.

BLUE
Goddamn it dude not again. Use the 
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toilet!

Blue picks up beer cans, boxers and trash. Red throws 
another beer can on the floor after he walks away. Red dies 
in the hole again.

GELATO (V.O.)
Mama miaaaaa!

Blue finds several notes on the front door saying "RENT 
OVERDUE!" The door bursts open and MR. DINGLEBERRY, the 
landlord, is hunched there.

BLUE
Mr. Dingleberry!

MR. DINGLEBERRY
Ehhgggghhhhh you haven't paid rent 
in  eight months!

BLUE
(sarcastic)

Oh my god you're right. Here, 
lemme me get my checkbook.

Blue slams the door.

MR. DINGLEBERRY (O.S.)
Okay... I'll just wait right here.

Little 8-Bit Gelato Bene screams.

GELATO  (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Gelato! Ciao! Spagett!

The level starts again and Red jumps over little pizza 
monsters and dives right into the hole. Red is being a 
total bum. Blue opens the fridge and checks the food. It's 
a disgusting mess.

BLUE
Expired. Expired. Rotten. Poison.

Blue returns to the living room just as Red sends little 
Gelato to his death again.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Dude, you've been playing the 
first level for three hours, can 
you really not make that jump?

RED
I can make it, I just hate that 
little guy!
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Gelato screams as he falls into a pizza oven pit. Fire!!

BLUE
Move over, I've got a degree in 
'Advanced Joystick Theory' and I 
ain't afraid to use it.

RED
Yeah I heard you practicing last 
night.

Flashback to Red stethoscoping through the wall to what 
sounds like Blue jacking off to Olivia Munn.

BLUE
(grunting grossly) )

Ohh Oliviaaaa. Ohhh Munnnn. You do 
it for me every tiiiiime!

We cut to Blue's room, he sits up in his desk chair.

BLUE (CONT'D)
There! Done with this hand 
crocheted towel of Olivia Munn... 
time to jack off.

Blue holds up a towel with a super crappily crocheted 
version of Olivia Munn on it. Cut back to the present. Blue 
takes the controller.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Lemme show you how this shit's 
done, son!

Just as the level starts the power goes out.

RED
The fuck?! Who took dem lightz?!

BLUE
I mean we haven't paid the 
electricity bill in seven 
months...

RED
We pay for electricity?

BLUE
You don't... I DO!

RED
GASP! Wait all of our food's gonna 
go bad!
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Red bolts off the couch and runs into the kitchen.

BLUE
All of our food IS bad!!

Red flings open the door and starts shoveling the expired 
food into his mouth.

RED
Can't- let- precious food- go to 
waste!

BLUE
Dude, you know that's all expired.

RED
I don't care!

BLUE
Oh god not the milk.

Red chugs from a carton of lumpy milk.

RED
I'll keep you safe in mah belly 
cow juice! Gack! I think I'm gonna 
vom.

BLUE
Hey listen, I got a big problem, I 
totally just lied to Pink.

RED
Egggggsss!

Rotten eggs break into his mouth.

BLUE
Her birthday's next week and I 
just told her I got her the 
greatest gift of all time but I 
didn't get her anything!

RED
Give her this mayonnaise jarrrr!

Red is just downing a jar of mayo.

BLUE
No, come on, you know what girls 
like right, what should I get her?

RED
Hey, you should go see the Racc-- 
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BARF!

BLUE
See who?

RED
The Racco-- *HUUUUUGE BARF!*

BLUE
What're you trying to say?

RED
I can only say so many words 
before I-- BARFFFFFFFF!

SCENE 4 - RAC-CITY

EXT. ANCIENT SECRETS N THINGS - DAY

Red and Blue walk up to a pawn shop that says "Ancient 
Secrets N Things."

RED
The Raccoooon!

BLUE
Ohhhhh...

RED
He's got the COOLEST stuff.

INT. ANCIENT SECRETS N THINGS - DAY

They enter and see tons of the coolest stuff.

BLUE
(weirded out)

Yeesh, I dunno if I should get my 
girlfriend a gift in a pawn shop--

RED
(gasping)

You should get her this cool hat!

Red grabs a bear trap and holds it over his head.

BLUE
Yeah try it on.

Blue leaves Red and heads to the front desk where he finds 
the Raccoon behind the counter.
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RACCOON
So you want a gift for your 
girlfriend eyyyhhhyhyhyhhhh?

BLUE
Whoa, how'd you know?

RACCOON
You talk very loud.

SNAP!

RED (O.S.)
It fits perfect!

RACCOON
DID YOU TOUCH THAT FUCKING BEAR 
TRAP!?

Red walks up with a bear trap on his head, bleeding 
everywhere.

RED
...No. Idiot.

BLUE
Um, so me and my girlfriend have 
been dating a long time and I 
wanna get her something super 
romantic.

The Raccoon pulls out a weathered old map with Japanese 
writing on it.

RACCOON
I've got the perfect gift for you, 
but first... a stoooorrryyyy.

BLUE
Ughhh...

RED
No, old people stories...

We zoom into the paper and it dissolves to a flashback 
story of ancient Japan...

SCENE 5 - THE LEGEND OF TAKAGAMI
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EXT. FEUDAL JAPAN - DAY

RACCOON (V.O.)
A long time ago, in ancient Japan, 
my country was at war.

We see the Takagami Demon Army, all outfitted in samurai 
and ninja attire, marching on a small village.

RACCOON (V.O.)(CONT'D)
My small village was all that was 
left. Knowing I may die in battle 
I gave my wife a symbol of undying 
love -- a lotus flower.

We see the Raccoon give her the flower and the two kiss. 
The Raccoon puts on his sweet helm.

RACCOON (V.O.)(CONT'D)
Armed only with the weapon of my 
ancestors, the Great Sword of 
Destiny, I left to confront my 
fate... But the mighty beast, OCHO 
MUERTE, emerged from the sea and 
took my wife!

A giant orange octopus takes the geisha and eats her.

RACCOON (V.O.)(CONT'D)
I was too late! In my rage, I 
fought the Takagami Demon Army and 
slew ten hundred thousand hundred 
warriors, honorably.

The Raccoon slices up the entire Demon Army in a blind 
rage. It's way epic.

RACCOON (V.O.) (CONT'D)
All that remained was Lord 
Takagami himself. Though wounded, 
he shattered the blade and 
scattered it to the wind. As he 
lay dying, he said to me--

TAKAGAMI
Fuck you.

RACCOON (V.O.)
He was a douchebag.

TAKAGAMI
You may have won the battle 
Raccoon, but the ghosts of my 
warriors will haunt the Great 
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Sword of Destiny... Forever!!

Takagami dies and his evil soul escapes his stupid mouth. 
All the other evil souls of the ghost ninja army escape 
with him into the clouds.

RACCOON (V.O.)
And with that he died but his 
curse remains, guarding the sword 
against any who may seek to use 
its great power again.

Raccoon mounts the hilltop afront his burn'ed village.

RACCOON (V.O.)
But the power of the blade was too 
strong even for me, and in the 
fury of battle, I destroyed not 
ONLY the Takagami demon army, but 
ALL OF JAPAN!! Dishonored, my 
kinsman banished me from my home, 
never again to return.

Raccoon sails away on a lonely boat into the sunset. 
SNORRRREEEEEE!

INT. ANCIENT SECRETS N THINGS - DAY

Present time. The Raccoon snores and Red hits a huge gong, 
waking him up.

RACCOON
Sorry, I was bored by my own 
story.

RED
Wait, so where's the sword?

RACCOON
There is only one left alive who 
knows.

RED
Who?

BLUE
Hold up, why the hell would I give 
Pink a sword? This is retarded.

Blue starts to walk away.

RACCOON
NO! Bring me the sword, and in 
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return I shall give you the 
greatest gift a girl, no a woman, 
no, a goddess could hope to ever 
receive.

RED
Is it mah dick?

RACCOON
Yes.

RE
Really?

RACCOON
No. Haha you are very gullible.

BLUE
Well who even knows where it still 
is?

RACCOON
You must find the man who 
considers me his greatest enemy... 
My son, Son-San!

Blue picks up the map and looks at the village. The music 
swells.

BLUE
Nope. You're weird. I'm just gonna 
go buy her some flowers.

RED
Shit I'll find that sword! This 
sounds awesome!

Red snatches the map from Blue.

BLUE
What? Really?

RED
Ptch-ya man! It's a ten thousand 
year old sword... hidden in 
Japan... huarded by Demon Ninjas? 
THAT'S THE MOST AWESOME THING I'VE 
EVER HEARD OF!

BLUE
Dude, you're gonna get yourself 
killed going after that thing.
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RED
Maybe... But at least I'm not a 
goddamn PUSSY!

BLUE
I'm not a pussy-

RACCOON
You ARE a pussy with a capital 
VAGINA! I told you about the blade 
because I thought you had the 
courage to do something... 
extraordinary.

RED
Ptcha-ya right! All he does all 
day is sit in his room playing 
with his joystick. He'd totally 
get killed.

Blue looks sad.

RED
Have fun stayin' home man! I'll 
send you a post card.

Red heads for the door.

RACCOON
This was a mistake. Only a true 
hero could find the Great Sword of 
Destiny. But I can see now... It 
is not you.

Blue is disheartened, but seems to be mulling over the 
decision. Wait for it... Wait for it...!

BLUE
You're wrong.

RACCOON
Oh?

BLUE
Yeah! I'm gonna find the shit out 
of that sword!

RACCOON
It's going to be very dangerous.

BLUE
Good! Pussy's hate danger... And 
I'm not a pussy! Gimme that!
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Blue rips the map out of Red's hand.

RED
Aww yeaahh! Time to get our quest 
on!!!

SCENE 6 - NO REGRETS!

EXT. DOCKS - NIGHT

Boom! Hard cut to the docks at night. Foooggg hoooorrrnn! 
Red and Blue sneakily make their way down to the water 
hiding behind cargo crates.

BLUE
(whispering)

Okay, maybe I was wrong. This is 
pretty scary.

RED
(whispering)

Seriously? Do you wanna get Pink a 
sick present or not?

BLUE
(whispering)

Okay-okay-okay-okay. Let's go!

RED
Aww yeah! Follow my lead.

Red does some sneaky shit. They peer around a cargo crate 
to see two guards.

RED
Oh crap there's guards!

BLUE
What do we do?

RED
Cartwheel!

BLUE
Cartwheel?

Red cartwheels past the two guards super obviously. He 
falls half-way through and scrambles to the other side and 
waits.

DAVE (C&H)
Holy shit! Did you see that?
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ROB (C&H)
No!

DAVE (C&H)
...Me neither.

The guards look up and even though Blue is incredibly 
hidden, they still see him...

DAVE (C&H)
Hey you hiding behind those 
crates!

BLUE
Agh!

RED
Cartwheel dude!

Blue does a shitty cartwheel across the gap.

DAVE (C&H)
Huh! Where'd he go!?

ROB (C&H)
Damn cartwheels! Everytime!

One guard throws his hat down, the other snaps his 
flashlight in half. Red and Blue sneak closer to the docks 
but stop behind an open dumpster.

RED
See! How would you have any fun 
without me?

BLUE
Reading is fun.

RED
Your mom is fun. Yea-ha-ha! Now 
let's go find ourselves a boat!

Through tuna-night-vision Red spots an aircraft carrier 
bristling with guns and soldiers and planes.

RED (CONT'D)
Oh how bout dis one?

A cute baby seal peeks out of the water when all of a 
sudden the aircraft carrier deploys a huge Transformers-
esque weapon system and blows it out of the water. Red and 
Blue are stunned.
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RED (CONT'D)
It's perfect.

BLUE
Dude, let's just get on that one.

Blue points to the right where College House is boarding a 
booze cruise.

RED
No way, have you seen how awesome 
this thing is? The guns have 
guns!!

The guns on the boat literally grow more guns.

BLUE
This one's got boobs and beer--

Blue looks over and Red is already running towards the 
booze cruise.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Red?

RED
BOOBS AND BEEEER!

BLUE (CONT'D)
I'm gonna regret this...

Red and Blue walk in towards the gang plank where the last 
of the college people are boarding. Broseph is holding a 
beer and a clipboard.

BROSEPH
Halt, bro. This booze cruise is 
for College House dudes -- and 
dudettes -- only! Hm?

Broseph looks up to see Red.

BROSEPH (CONT'D)
GASP! Holy shit, you're that 
freshman 15 dude, dude! Didn't you 
nail like 15 freshman chicks in 
like one night!?

FLASHBACK - Clip from the Episode "Freshman 15".

Red, Blue and a bunch of chicks are partying in a house. A 
College House.
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CHICK
Naked Party!

RED
Here we go! First!

A number DINGS! On screen as a counter for all the chicks 
Red has had sex with. DING DING DING!

RED
Oh shit that's like four!

BLUE
Fuck my life!

Back to present time.

RED
Ohhh yeah, that was back in my 
college years. I can't believe it 
was only 15.

BROSEPH
Yes, brah, yes! That is what I'm 
TALKIN' about! Dude welcome aboard 
bro dude bro. Keg's on the poop 
deck, babes on the port side, and 
watch out for Neptune!

Neptune is on the top deck just stabbing people with his 
trident. He stabs Trollz0r.

TROLLZ0R
Agh! Party foul!

He dies. Thank god.

RED
Woo! Titties, here I come!

Red strolls off-screen and Blue starts to follow but is 
stopped by B.

BLUE
Oh wow, that was way easy.

BROSEPH
Halt.... brah! This party train's 
sailing to Port Cool, so consider 
yourself the third wheel.

Broseph stops Blue.
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BLUE
Wait but I thought we were cool--

BROSEPH
You thought THINKING was cool? 
Dude.

Blue watches as the gangplank raises up without him. He's 
stuck on shore.

BLUE
What the hell?!

RED
Sorry dude! Shoulda banged more 
freshman chicks!

Red already has his arms around a dozen babes.

BLUE
How the fuck am I gonna get to 
Japan?!

RED
Take your car stupid!

Blue is furious but looks over and sees a team of dock 
workers loading a crane with the ship's supplies.

DOCK WORKER DAVE
Hey, we only got room for one more 
palette! Should we load the beer 
or the life vests?

DOCK WORKER BROCK
Load the beer! No regrets!

DOCK WORKER DAVE
No regrets!

They load the beer up and as it's passing overhead Blue 
jumps onto the crate. Blue and the crates get dumped into 
the ship's cargo hold.

NEPTUNE
Let's get this party started. 
Captain DJ... let that anchor... 
DROP!

Captain DJ nods and presses a button. The anchor drops and 
the music blasts. The booze cruise sails off into the 
sunset.

We see a map version of their boat-travel to Japan, Indiana 
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Jones-style...

NARRATOR
And so, Red and Blue took a booze 
cruise across the ocean blue, but 
they were attacked by pirates and 
they were all beheaded! Just 
kidding. They all got sea scurvy 
and died out of their butts. No 
no, these are all lies. 
Unfortunately, they made to Japan. 
But Pirates sounded pretty cool, 
right? All right, here's Japan...

SCENE 7 - JAPAN IS CRAZY

EXT. JAPAN - DAY

We see a Japanese harbor beneath Mt. Fuji, full of boats 
and a huge skyline behind it. Planes and helicopters and 
birds and even a giant mech behind the buildings are all 
present.

The boat pulls up to dock and the gang plank is lowered. 
Red and Blue look out from the top of the ramp at the busy 
Japanese port. There are tons of people, little cars and 
trolleys scooting through. Fish markets and food stands. 
People yelling and pushing carts and sword fighting. Two 
cute girls bow to greet them.

JAPANESE GIRLS (GIGGLING)
Ah konichiwaa!!

RED
HA! Dude this place is so racist! 
Bong Pay-Phone, bitches!

Both girls blush and giggle.

RED (CONT'D)
You ladies wanna sumo wrestle?

BLUE
I'm gonna die here.

The chicks and bros line the boat waving goodbye.

NICK
See ya dudes, no regrets!

Red and Blue wave back as they walk into the port off the 
gang plank. Red is already flanked by the two girls.
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RED
No regrets dudes!

Red and Blue wander through the city, astounded by Japan's 
fucking craziness. We see insane Japanese advertisements. 
We see insane Japanese business people with little dogs 
next to fangirls taking pictures of themselves. Red and 
Blue walk through in wonder as J-Pop jams. They get crammed 
into a bullet train. They get out and walk into a 
futuristic mall full of holograms. We see anime on the TVs 
and all the technology in the stores are tiny.

CUT TO... A Fang Angels-style anime with hyper people 
yelling with lightning explosions - Fire-Lightning 
Revengeleon!

FIRE ANGEL
I AM SO ANGARUUUUU!

ICE ANGEL
IM IN DANGER OF FAILING OUT OF 
NINJA VIDEOGAME ACADEMY!

LOVE ANGEL
WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN BLUE-SAN 
FINDS OUT IM IN LOVE WITH HIM-
AHHHH!

ICE ANGEL
WHO-WHA?

GRASS ANGEL
FUCK YOU!

A salesman is showing a woman a TV the size of a postage 
stamp with a magnifying glass. It sprouts arms and legs and 
dances with a Japanese flag and sings:

COY-BOT
Why do the Coy Fish cry-hi-hi? Why 
do the coy fish die-die-die?

BLUE
This place is too cartoony for me.

Red is doing the same dance with a flag.

RED
Why do the Coy Fish cry-hi-hi? 
Der-der-der-der-der-der-der-der-
dead!

They wander into a food market.
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BLUE
Oh sick, ramen!

Red walks in with a bowl.

RED
This is some crunchy ass rice.

BLUE
Red, that's a bowl of tiny cell 
phones.

Red's skull vibrates.

RED
I've had a lot of painful poops... 
but this is gonna be a bad one.

BLUE
Yea, good luck with that.

A Japanese school girl appears out of nowhere looking super 
Otaku.

SCHOOLGIRL
Oh, you need directionsaru?

BLUE
Oh yeah, wow, that would be great, 
thanks, uh, domo arrigato.

SCHOOLGIRL (GIGGLES)
Hai, Brue-san.

BLUE
Um, we're trying to get to this 
restaurant. Do you know it?

He shows her the map and she giggles again and a HUGE sweat 
bead appears on her head.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Are you okay?

SCHOOLGIRL
Restaurantu is a bery crose. Takea 
burret tlain to next virrage.

We see the girl's face and it shifts into different anime 
drawings of girls. Red and Blue are weirded out.

RED
What is wrong with her face?
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SCHOOLGIRL
Forrow sun rove load to hirr of 
lain dlops and rotus pedars.

BLUE
(nodding)

You are extremely unhelpful.

SCHOOLGIRL
YAHTAH! Now I must to schoor 
leturn now okay! Saionaraaa!

She does an awesome backflip and lands inside a mech-head 
that slides in. A mech-body sprouts out under it and it 
stands up WAY out of the top of the screen. Red and Blue's 
eyes go wild. The robot finishes standing up and a giant 
monster stomps over and they battle.

BLUE
Oh my god, all those animes were 
documentaries.

SCENE 8 - NINJA SUSHI

EXT. JAPANESE COUNTRYSIDE - DUSK

A bullet train speeds across the Japanese landscape with 
the skyscrapers far in the distance. The monster and mech 
battle so divinely. By the train station we see a sign 
labeled "Sun Love Road" leading to the Hill of Raindrops 
and Lotus Pedals. Red and Blue crest the path atop the 
hill.

RED
GAH! That sushi restaurant better 
be close, I'm hungry for some more 
cell phones.

His head vibrates again. Blue takes out the map and holds 
it up.

BLUE
Dude... I think we're here.

We see a tiny village on top of the hill with the 
restaurant at the end of the path: NINJA SUSHI (open all 
night baby, we're nocturnal). Red and Blue stroll inside.

INT. NINJA SUSHI - DAY

It's a very minimal Japanese sushi restaurant with little 
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booths and sushi bar.

RED
How are we gonna know what the 
Raccoon's kid even looks like?

An exact copy of the Raccoon walks by carrying a tray of 
sushi.

SON-SAN
Prease, have a seat.

RED
Hmm... guess he's not here.

SON-SAN drops the sushi off to the KUNG FU WINNER who is 
sitting with two ninjas. Red and Blue take a seat at the 
sushi bar. Son-san pops up on the other side and has the 
exact same voice as the Raccoon.

SON-SAN
Can I help you?

BLUE
Konichiwa. We've traveled a long 
way to find this village. Do... Do 
you know the raccoon?

Everything goes quiet.

SON-SAN
The Raccoon? I hate that guy. His 
voice sounds so stupid. Right 
guys?

At a nearby table Son-san's family, WIFE-SAN and GRANDSON-
SAN, laughs in the exact same voice too.

WIFE-SAN
Ha ha ha. Totally. Eat your 
noodles.

GRANDSON-SAN
I don't want to eat my noodles!

SON-SAN
I am Son-san... son of Papa-san, 
the one you call The Raccoon.

RED
Whaaaaat?

SON-SAN
This is my wife, Wife-san, and my 
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son, Grandson-san.

RED
Huh, the Raccoon looks nothing 
like his family.

SON-SAN
A family he abandoned when he 
dishonored mighty Japan with the 
Great Sword of Destiny. It was too 
powerful for him and YOU WILL 
NEVER FIND IT!

Son-san pulls out a Katana. Blue jumps back in alarm and 
Red is pissed, the blade in his face.

RED
Oh this is some bullshit! I want 
some god damn SUSHI!

Red reaches over the bar and grabs a sushi knife and they 
cross blades over the bar.

SON-SAN
I will cut sushi, after I cut YOU!

They fight for a hot second before Son-san reaches down and 
throws wasabi across the bar. It hits Red in the eyes.

RED
AAGH! WASABI!

Red reaches down and throws spicy seaweed. It hits Son-san 
in the eyes.

SON-SAN
AAGH! SPICY SEA WEED!

Son-san throws miso in Red's eyes.

RED
AAGH! MISO!

Red throws hot tea in Son-san's eyes.

SON-SAN
AAGH! HOT TEEEEAAA-UUUU!

They both sit there crying and screaming. Blue is 
unimpressed.

SON-SAN (CONT'D)
OKAY!... I will make you sushi!
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Two fresh plates of sushi appear in front of Red and Blue 
and they start scarfing it down.

BLUE
Oh thank Godzilla!

RED
I think I liked the cell-phones 
better.

BLUE
So the Raccoon-- uh, Papa-san said 
that you'd know where to find the 
sword.

SON-SAN
I swore an oath that I would never 
reveal the location of the weapon, 
so it may never fall into his 
hands again.

BLUE
Oh no it's not for the Raccoon. 
It's for me.

SON-SAN
Oh! Well that's fine. It's just up 
that mountain.

Son-san points out the window. Red and Blue look to see a 
HUGE mountain.

BLUE
Nope!

RED
Nope!

SCENE 9 - IT'S A TRAP!

EXT. MOUNTAIN PATH - DAY

Hard cut to BLue taking a rickshaw up the mountain, ralxing 
comfortably while reading. Red is riding on the rickshaw 
driver's back... sans rickshaw.

RED
Wooo!

RICK
Red-san, you're so fat.
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RED
I had a whole bowl of cellphones 
for lunch.

RICK
Ah, that exprains it.

They crest the hill and come to a stop, looking up at the 
temple. It's sweet looking.

BLUE
Oh say!

RED
Oh damn! I bet they got hella 
swords in there!

Red and Blue run into the temple. The 'shaw drivers run 
after them.

RICK
Hey! Wait you no pay!

INT. TEMPLE - DAY

Rick and Shaw enter the temple, but just then a stone door 
slams shut, smashing Shaw's head against the ceiling. Rick 
turns around, blood on his face, and trembles. He quickly 
turns around and runs after Red and Blue. Blood drips down 
the door behind him.

RICK (CONT'D)
AGH! Mr. America-san, you stop! 
Very dangerous! Don't go any 
further!

Red and Blue stop and turn around. A dark hallway is behind 
them.

BLUE
Sorry man, we're kinda gettin' our 
quest on.

RED
Yeah don't worry about it pussy.

Red steps on a panel. A blade swoops down from the ceiling 
and takes Rick's head clean off. Blue is horrified and 
turns in terror to see Red already strolling into the 
temple behind him, singing a little song. Blue runs after 
him!
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RED (CONT'D)
Gettin mah quest on, singing the 
quest song, watchin a girl get, 
gettin her thong on. Makin mah 
dong grow bigger than King Kong--

BLUE
Reeeeeed! Dude wait!

Red sings the rest of The Quest Song as he dances through 
the temple.

RED
All the girls are like: who's that 
brave ass dude? It's motherfuckin' 
Red in the Temple of Doom. 
Boulders, arrows, snakes and 
spiders. I ain't afraid of 
anything, not even fire. A creepy 
ass castle in a mountain pass? I'm 
walkin' right inside and I'm 
kickin' its ass.

Blue is always a step behind Red avoiding the booby traps 
that he sets off... swinging swords, spiked walls, arrows, 
a boulder, and fire-filled pits. Red finally dances out of 
the darkness. Behind him Blue stumbles out, torn up from 
the traps and pulls an arrow out of his side.

RED
Owwww a splinter?! This place 
might be dangerous after all!

They realize they're in the main hall.

BLUE
Whoa! There it is.

A staircase leads up to a large circular platform with 
three pedestals. The hilt of the Great Sword of Destiny is 
visible at the far end.

RED
Man, that little panda was right.

Blue makes his way over to it slowly. Music is gettin' 
intense. Blue approaches closer. Red toots, then smells it.

RED (CONT'D)
Oh my god, that's a bad one. 
Evasive maneuvers!

He floats up towards the ceiling to get away from his fart 
gas. Blue approaches the Hilt and puts his hands on it to 
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take it out. He pulls the sword out but it's just the hilt. 
He is stunned for a second, checks if the rest of the sword 
is in there. Totally not. Just the hilt.

BLUE
Huh? IT'S JUST THE HILT OF THE 
SWORD?

RED
The WHAT of the sword??

BLUE
IT'S JUST THE HANDLE!

RED
That sucks.

BLUE
Ya think?! We came all this way 
for the goddamn handle!?!!

Red ignores Blue and looks down. We see that the humongous 
circular platform is actually a map of the world. The hilt, 
in Japan, is marked as is two other locations across the 
world.

RED
Man, this is a cool drawing. It's 
got like all three condiments!

BLUE
YOU MEAN CONTINENTS?

RED
Yeah, there's Squiggle, Super 
Squiggle... and AMERICA!

Red points to Africa.

BLUE
Which one are we on now?

RED
We're on Squiggle.

BLUE
So there are two pieces left?

RED
I guess so, I don't fucking know.

Just then the temple rumbles and grumbles and Blue almost 
stumbles. Above the hallway they came through Lord Takagami 
is a stone statue. He turns un-stone and jumps off the 
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wall's ledge. Takagami lands on the floor with a huge thud. 
He looks awesome. He rises. Tons of demon ninjas turn un-
stone as well and jump down. Lord Takagami walks up the 
stairs menacingly towards Red and Blue as the demon ninjas 
jump down and surround them on all sides.

RED (CONT'D)
Hey guys, sup?

TAKAGAMI
We are the Takagami Demon Army. 
Our blades burn like fire, and our 
fire stings like ice, and our 
ice... is really fucking cold. We 
are cursed to protect the Great 
Sword of Destiny from any who seek 
to use its mighty power.

BLUE
We don't wanna use it, I just 
wanted a birthday present for my 
girlfriend.

TAKAGAMI
Then we shall kill her toooo cuz 
she will have the sword!

BLUE
Wait, dude, can't we talk about 
this?

TAKAGAMI
The only thing we're going to talk 
about... is how..... dead you're 
about to be!

Takagami pulls out a sword and slashes downwards.

RED
Frak this!

Red dodges out of the way and lightning jump kicks past a 
ton of demon ninjas, killing a bunch of them as he blasts 
through the stone wall. He then pops his head back in.

RED
This party sucks!

BLUE
Run for it!

Red and Blue flee out of the temple into a bamboo forest. A 
second later a huge horde of ninjas follows them.
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TAKAGAMI
Seize their souls! From our point 
of view they are the villains, not 
us! It's totally rational from our 
side of the story!

RED
Dude, that fish cray!

BLUE
Stop runnin' your mouth and start 
runnin' your legs!

RED
Why, are the cops coming?

BLUE
...yes.

Red screams and runs so fast. Blue struggles through the 
forest. Red doesn't realize that he's run right off a 
cliff. He screams as he tumbles down the slope. Blue keeps 
running and also falls off the cliff. He lands next to Red 
as they crash down the slope.

BLUE (CONT'D)
This is all your fault! I don't 
know why I ever let you talk me 
into this!

RED
Dude, shut up the COPS ARE COMING!

BLUE
They're not cops they're demons!

RED
(chill)

Oh really?

BLUE
WHY DO DEMONS SCARE YOU LESS THAN 
COPS?

RED
Demons don't have guns!

SCENE 10 - THE MAST AND THE FURIOUS

EXT. JAPANESE HARBOR - DAY

Red and Blue crash land onto the canopy of a Japanese 
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fishing boat, the Demon Army hot on their heels. There are 
THOUSANDS of Ninjas now chasing after them. Red and Blue 
take off, leaping along the boats to get away. It's dubstep 
time.

BLUE
I should never have gone on this 
stupid quest! I would have been 
better off getting her that bear 
trap!

RED
Oh, you mean that sweet hat?

Escaping, Red and Blue jump from boat to boat but the 
Ninjas kung-fu flip over every obstacle. Red kicks away a 
ladder the Ninjas are climbing, but several more pile on 
slamming it back down. The two leap down a stairwell and 
activate a fishing boat's net which scoops up several 
Ninjas.

Running at full tilt, Blue trips sending the hilt flying. 
He roll-dodges just in time as katanas come swishing down 
for his neck. Red saves the day by punching a Ninja onto 
the deck which catapults the hilt into his hands. In 
seconds they're off again paddling on rowboat to the next 
ship, fighting Ninjas with oars.

The battle turns deadly when Red harpoons several Demon 
Ninjas, pinning them to the wall like Japanese kebabs. 
They're about to make their escape when a Demon Ninjas 
throws a shuriken, snapping a rope that grabs Red and Blue 
by the ankles and yanks them up onto the top of the mast. 
Another Demon Ninja chops the ship's mast in two and the 
whole thing tilts over with Red and Blue hanging on!

Nearby there is a small cargo boat with two men loading 
supplies. All of the boxes appear to be high-explosives.

SAILOR BRENDAN
Be very careful with that 
dynamite, it's going to the 
explosion factory.

The mast crashes on the cargo boat and blows up Gangnam 
Style. Ope! Red and Blue jump through the air, propelled by 
the blast. Demon warriors go flying and Blue and Red land 
in a small lifeboat that is full of fish.

BLUE
Holy crap, we made it... And we're 
floating away!
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RED
Whatchu talkin bout?

The current swiftly pulls the boat away from the harbor.

BLUE
I mean the tides are carrying us 
out to sea!

RED
Aww yeah, Bermuda Triangle here we 
come!

BLUE
Well, what are we gonna do!?

RED
I dunno. But hey at least we got 
sushi!

Red starts eating a fish as Blue screams.

RED (CONT'D)
See ya Japan! You stay crazy!

From the shore Blue's screams echo across the harbor as 
Lord Takagami watches Red and Blue float out into the 
ocean.

SCENE 11 - ROW BOAT TRIIIIIIIIIIIIPPP!

EXT. OPEN OCEAN - DAY

Red and Blue float out alone into the middle of the ocean 
alone as rain starts to fall.

RED
Row boat Triiiiiiiiiiiiiiiip!!!!!

BLUE
Would you shut up! I don't know if 
you've noticed or not but we're in 
some deep shit!

RED
Uh, I believe it's called a "Row 
Boat".

Red knocks on the side of the boat for emphasis.

BLUE
That isn't funny! We're stuck in 
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the middle of the ocean with only 
the hilt of this stupid sword and 
now we're gonna die out here and 
I'm gonna miss Pink's birthday!

RED
I don't know why you're doing all 
this crazy stuff for her anyway. 
Who cares?! She's just a girl!

BLUE
Well I... love her okay?! That's 
why.

RED
Whaattt dooeeesss that meeeaann??

BLUE
Wait, you really don't know what 
love means?

Red is sitting blank faced in the other side of the boat.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Course you don't. It's... It's 
this feeling you get when you see 
someone... Deep down inside of 
you. Your heart starts pumping and 
you just feel happy all over. It's 
the strongest and most wonderful 
feeling you can have for somebody.

RED
So you mean a boner.

BLUE
No!

RED
Dude I'm in love all day!

BLUE
You are such an idiot.

RED
I wouldn't do all this for a 
boner, I'd just go online and look 
up pictures of your mom!

BLUE
Shut up! I'm doing this because I 
think she's in love with me too.
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RED
Haha no way man, she likes ME.

BLUE
What?!

RED
Yeah dude, she's always givin' me 
those dirty looks. MMmmm!

BLUE
Cuz she hates you! Red, not every 
girl in the world thinks you're 
cool-hot shit.

RED
Yeah they do! Why do you think I 
beat the crap out of all those 
bullies way back in kindergarten?

BLUE
To save my life?

RED
Hhahahaha what?! No! Dude I was 
tryin' to impress all those 
chicks.

BLUE
WHAT!?

RED
Yeah! Worked pretty good too.

BLUE
You've beaten me up, embarrassed 
me, screwed my ex-girlfriends, 
crapped in my bed, stolen my shit, 
eaten my food and taken my money 
for YEARS and I stayed friends 
with you this whole time because 
for some reason... I actually 
thought you were my friend too!

RED
Well you must feel pretty stupid.

Blue goes nuts and attacks Red.

BLUE
FUCK! YOU!

They fight in the rowboat as a storm appears overhead. 
Things get tipsy on the ocean.
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BLUE (CONT'D)
You're such an asshole! I can't 
believe you let me think we were 
actually friends!

RED
Maybe I would be friends with you 
if you weren't such a goddamn 
loser all the time!

They beat the shit out of each other.

BLUE
I'M a loser?! I caught you 
masturbating to animal planet!

RED
That was ONE time! You're just 
racist against elephants!

BLUE
I can't believe I stuck by your 
side for twenty goddamn years! I'm 
not your friend ANYmore!

RED
Good! I'm not yours!

BLUE
Great!

RED
Awesome!

BLUE
Good!

RED
I'm glad!

They start strangling each other until a bolt of lightning 
blows up the boat. They pop out of the white caps, drowning 
to death, just as a huge wave arcs overhead and smashes 
into them. Darkness... The sadddnnneessssss...... We see 
Blue's phone plummet into the sea, Pink is calling. It 
shorts out and dies.

SCENE 12 - PLAYGROUND NIGHTMARE

EXT. SCHOOLYARD - DAY

Nightmare/flashback of the opening sequence, but everything 
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is slightly different. Red looks off camera at all the 
girls in school as he beats up a bully.

RED
Hey baby, this one's for you.

STACY
Oh my god, who is that?

Stacy and Pink swoon. Red blows a kiss as he flies through 
the air. We see the CUZ IM AWESOME high five, and then Red 
turns to the girls.

RED
Sooo what are you doin' after 
recess?

SCENE 13 - BURRITO ISLAND

EXT. DESERTED ISLAND - DAY

Blue jolts awake on the beach of a tropical island. He 
looks over and sees Red face down, dead in the water.

BLUE
Holy shit. Red? Red, are you dead?

Suddenly Red flips with shades on.

RED
Nah man, just tannin' my back!

BLUE
Goddamnit.

Blue gets up and starts looking around.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Where ARE we?

Cut wide to see the whole jungle island.

RED
(Jamaican-Accent)

We're in paradise mon! Bbbrbrbrbap 
brap bap boowww!!!

BLUE
No we're not! We're on a deserted 
island!
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RED
We should really sail to Dinner 
Island first-

BLUE
No, DESERTED isl-- oh my god.

RED
Is there a Burrito Island? That 
sounds way better.

Blue sits down onto the sand and starts having a breakdown.

BLUE
Oh my god. Oh my god I'm actually 
gonna die. I'm gonna die next to 
an asshole and I'll never see 
Pink's boobs again!

RED
Yeah, and I'm getting real worried 
this place doesn't have internet.

BLUE
Oh shit, maybe...

Blue pats his pockets. (He has pockets?!)

BLUE (CONT'D)
Oh no, where's my phone?! Wait, 
dude didn't you eat a bowl full of 
tiny cell phones for lunch?

RED
Oh yeah!

Red attempts to fart out the phone but is unable to. He 
grunts, groans and makes horrible noises as he tries to 
poop out the phone.

BLUE
Dude!

RED
Ugh, it's not coming out.

Red tries to punch his own stomach. He still can't poop out 
a phone.

BLUE
Here, let me try.

Blue punches Red super hard in the stomach.
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RED
OW. Not so hard, asshole!

BLUE
How about this?

Blue punches him even harder.

RED
STOP IT!! Let me just try and dial 
it... with my butt muscles.

Red grunts and squirms as his butt muscles actually dial 
the phone.

BLUE
Yup. This is my nightmare.

The phone rings.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Huh! It's ringing!

Blue puts his head to Red's butt.

BLUE (CONT'D)
I can't believe I'm doing this.
If you fart I'll kill you.

RED
Careful! If I fart, I'll kill you.

A sexy lady picks up.

SEXY LADY (O.S.)
Hello, you've reached the Global 
Rescue Services, ready to rescue 
you wherever you are, especially 
if you're stuck on a deserted 
island.

BLUE
Hello? Can you hear me?

Red bends over and talks to his crotch.

RED
Well hello yourself, baby. You can 
rescue me anytime. What are you 
wearing, what are you doing?

SEXY LADY (O.S.)
Oh you know, just bored at work. I 
get off at seven if you wanna meet 
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up at Burrito Island and--

Red farts in Blue's face.

BLUE
Oh my goooood!

RED
Op... I think I broke the phone.

Blue loses it.

BLUE
SCREW YOU!

Blue kicks Red into the sand then marches away.

BLUE
That is it!

RED
Where you goin'?

BLUE
Home! You can finish this goddamn 
quest on your own.

RED
I KNEW you were a pussy!

Blue looks back for a sec but then walks away.

SCENE 14 - ONLY YOU CAN START FOREST FIRES

EXT. DESERTED ISLAND - DAY

Blue trots into the forest and slaps a bush.

BLUE
This was the stupidest idea!

Red is still on the beach and slaps on some shades.

RED
Stupid lame ass Blue. That sword 
is gonna be TIIGGHHHT!

He pulls up a reflective tanning thing.

RED
We didn't start the somethin'. It 
was always fire til the world was 
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fire--

He passes out. A moment passes and he sizzles. Then BOOM 
his whole upper body catches on fire. Red pops up screaming 
and runs towards the ocean. Right before he gets in the 
water he turns and darts right into the forest. BOOM the 
forest catches on fire.

Elsewhere on the island, Blue emerges into a beautiful 
oasis with chirping birds and a waterfall streaming into a 
lagoon.

BLUE
Wow, this place IS paradise. The 
sun is so warm. The water... SO 
CLEAR. The sand... like diamonds, 
beneath my feet. The air smells so 
sweet, smells like... SMOKE?

Blue peers down the mountain and in the distance sees a 
huge fire raging. There is tons of smoke.

BLUE (CONT'D)
RED!?!?!?

Back on the beach, Blue dashes out of the forest. Red runs 
out on fire and dives towards the ocean. The wave retreats 
and he slams face first into the sand, as he gets up the 
wave bowls him over putting him out.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Red! What did you do!

RED
What?

Red looks at the burning island.

RED
Oh that.

BLUE
You ruin everything!

RED
It's not that bad.

BLUE
We're gonna be burned alive!!

We hear a deep rumble.

BLUE (CONT'D)
What is that?
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RED
King Kong!

BLUE
Is that a plane?

RED
Bees!

In the distance, Blue sees the outline of a huge airplane.

BLUE
Holy shit it is a plane!

RED
Sky demon!

CROOKYGRIN
Cheerio old chaps! Grab ahold!

A big ol' WWII bomber (B25 Mitchell) swoops in low and 
drops a rope ladder out the bomb bay doors. The plane 
buzzes the beach and they hop on as the whole island 
catches fire. The plane soars into the clouds.

SCENE 15 - CAPTAIN CROOKYGRIN

INT. CROOKY'S PLANE - DAY

Red and Blue climb into the plane panting as the bomb bay 
doors close behind them. An old RAF pilot, CAPTAIN 
CROOKYGRIN, with flight goggles and a crazy moustache, 
whips around from the cockpit.

CROOKYGRIN
Perfectly executed signal flare, 
old chaps. Spotted it a fortnight 
away! Still, damn shame you burned 
down Burrito Island.

RED
That...was Burrito Island?! 
NOOOOOO!

CROOKYGRIN
Or maybe it was Booby Island.

RED
NO!!!!!!!!

BLUE
Who are you?
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CROOKYGRIN
You're flying with Captain Major 
Lieutenant Crookygrin, Private 
First Class, Retired.

We see Crooky standing on a plane...that he crashed 
horribly into the ground.

BLUE
You're a pilot?

CROOKYGRIN
And an alcoholic! 1000 flights, 
1000 crashes! Perfect record.

The plane veers off. Crooky BARELY catches it.

CROOKYGRIN (CONT'D)
Op-op-opp! Trying to flip us over 
you old bitch!? Did I mention I'm 
blind? Alcohol blindness.

RED
You and me both brotha.

Red and Crooky go to high five and totally miss. Crooky 
guffaws.

BLUE
What are you doing flying all the 
way out here?

CROOKYGRIN
On my way to gay Parie. I'm 
meeting an old friend from the 
war, Colonel Dingleberry.

BLUE
Mr. Dingleberry?

We see the two old geezers in a crater, about to meet the 
business end of a missile.

CROOKYGRIN
He was a private when I knew him. 
Haven't seen him since D-Day, Or 
Dingle-Day as he liked to call it, 
ho-HO. We're on a top-secret 
mission to stop two blokes from 
finding the Great Sword of 
Destiny!

Red and Blue look at each other, worried.
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BLUE
Uh, what two blokes?

CROOKYGRIN
Oh the dossier said their names 
were, what was it... Red and Blue!

He turns around crazy-like. Still super blind. Red and Blue 
are tents.

CROOKYGRIN (CONT'D)
Say! Tell an old blind man your 
names.

BLUE
Uh, Tom.

RED
And... Tom.

CROOKYGRIN
Tom and Tom! Not enough Toms in 
the world I always say, by Jove!

BLUE
Fer sherrrrr.

RED
Fer sherrrrr.

CROOKYGRIN (CONT'D)
This mission's important to me 
lads. SO important... that I've 
quit drinking!

He turns around. BWAGH!

CROOKYGRIN (CONT'D)
In fact, I think my alcohol 
blindness is being cured as we 
speak. I... I think I see a cloud. 
And an Eagle! Bastard. My god, the 
sun!

BLUE
(whispering)

Oh shit! He's gonna see us, what 
do we do!?

RED
Run away man!

Red and Blue run to the back of the plane.
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BLUE
Dude we're screwed!

Red spots some crates full of liquor.

RED
Maaaaaybe not. You thinkin' what 
I'm thinkin'?

BLUE
Never.

RED
We just get this guy sloshed and 
he'll be blind as a pelican!

BLUE
Pelicans aren't blind--

RED
Come on!

Red grabs some bottles and runs back up front.

RED (CONT'D)
Here, Crooky! A toast, for good 
luck!

Red holds out a bottle.

CROOKYGRIN
Noooo no, I mustn't have a drop. 
The fate of the Queen depends on 
it!

RED
Wouldn't be very proper to turn 
down a shot of English Gin would 
it?

CROOKYGRIN
Bitch, proper is my middle NAME!

Crooky downs it and Red does too.

CROOKYGRIN (CONT'D)
WHOOOO tally ho!

SCENE 16 - GIN & JETPACKS
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INT. CROOKY'S PLANE - DAY

Just then there is a huge crash and the plane jolts.

BLUE
See?! I told you this was a bad 
idea!

It happens again.

RED
Dude, you are a light-weight.

CROOKYGRIN
Balderdash! I know that sound... 
Gentlemen, we're under attack!

The demon army is back, in jet packs, with machine guns!

BLUE
Holy crap, are you serious?

CROOKYGRIN
Don't worry chaps, there's a 50-
Cal on the top turret. One of you 
old boys be a sport and fend off 
those Jerries for a pip will you?

RED
Aight. You shoot the machine gun, 
I'll keep the old guy flying the 
plane blind.

BLUE
That is THE worst plan I have ever 
heard... Alright, fine. But in 
case I die, I still hate you.

Blue heads to the back.

RED
I hope they shoot you in the 
faaaace!

Blue mans the turret and swings the barrel around to the 
back. There are Jetpack Demons everywhere. Takagami swoops 
in.

TAKAGAMI
Seize their souls!

BLUE
Oh shit! Jetpack demon ninjas!!!
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Meanwhile, Red continues to fill Crookygrin (and himself) 
with drank.

RED
We toasted to you, so now we gotta 
toast to me.

CROOKYGRIN
Well, it's only customary... to 
TOM!

RED
Who?

Crooky takes a shot. Back outside, Blue mans up.

BLUE
Okay... I got this!

Blue is on the 50 cal lightin bitches up. The plane dodges 
around, avoiding the ghost ninjas.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Nice evasive maneuvers!

Crooky is SUPER drunk and not really flying.

CROOKYGRIN
You leave my mother out of this 
you twat!

RED
To mothers, everybody's got a 
mother.

CROOKY
Your mum's got a mother, hahaho!

They down some shots and Crooky blacks out. He smashes his 
face onto the joystick and puts the plane into a loop. Blue 
freaks out, puking everywhere, then wipes it away and keeps 
shooting.

BLUE
Oh my god, I just puked.

RED
Don't get cocky!

CROOKY
Crooky?

He takes a shot. The plane soars through the clouds. One 
Jetpack Ninjas is on a collision course with some clouds.
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NINJA
Cumulonimbus- NO!

The Ninja EXPLODES upon hitting the white fluffy cloud. The 
plane exits the cloud bank and we see Paris. The altimeter 
rapidly spins down.

RED
Whass, whazzur favrit animal?

CROOKY
I like the color green a lot, but 
also the bathroom because that's 
where you can barf. BARF!

Blue picks off the last of the ghost ninjas. They explode 
in gloriously animated 2D.

BLUE
Hey! Hey I got the last one! You 
guys see that- of course you 
didn't huh! do you guys see that!?

Blue sees that they're flying right into Notre Dame. Blue 
climbs down from the turret.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Dude! Pull up! We're gonna crash!

CROOKY
Are you hungry?

BLUE
WE GOTTA PULL UP RIGHT NOW WE'RE 
GONNA CRASH!

Blue grabs the controls and yanks them back. The plane 
banks up and barely makes it out of the way. It crashes 
onto the street and skids into a very French scene. A mime 
mimes "Oh no!" but the plane slides to a stop right in 
front of him. He mimes "phew!" Somehow the plane scoots 
forward and crunches the mime to death. Inside the plane 
Red and Blue are sprawled.

BLUE
Everyone okay?

RED
Auugh, I'm fine.

CROOKYGRIN
I'm dying.
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BLUE
Oh Shit!

RED
Oh shit!

Crooky is in his seat, well-tossed. He's bleeding and has 
glass in his head. Blue catches him as he falls out of his 
seat.

CROOKY
Oh god.

He coughs feebly.

CROOKY (CONT'D)
Here... take this.

BLUE
What is it?

Crooky hands them a letter.

CROOKY
You two must finish my mission 
now. Stop those bastards Red and 
Blue from finding the Great Sword 
of Destiny. It's hidden atop... Le 
Tour Eiffel...

BLUE
What does that mean?

CROOKY
I'm counting on you, my dear Tom 
and Tom.

BLUE
No wait! What is le Tour Eiffel?

CROOKY
Another flight, another crash... 
perfect record. Ughhhhhtallyho.

Crooky dies very properly and Blue lets him drop between 
the seats.

BLUE
May the Eagles carry you up to 
Heaven.

RED
Haha that dude's gonna have a hang 
over tomorrow. Ooh wee!
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Red and Blue climb out of the wreckage into the city 
street.

BLUE
Dude wait! Since it looks like 
we're stuck together, we may as 
well work together.

RED
I mean I GUESS it was pretty sharp 
shooting up there with those 
ninjas even though you barfed like 
a loser.

BLUE
Shut up. Come on, let's go find 
that blade!

Red sees a sexy French waitress working at a nearby cafe.

RED
Oh-lala! I'm gonna go probe this 
waitress for information. MMmm!

BLUE
Wait? You're gonna do what? Red, 
where're you going?

Red and Blue run off towards a cafe while across the 
street... Someone is watching. A newspaper lowers revealing 
Dingleberry. WHAT!?!?!?

SCENE 17 - GOT THE BLUES

INT. PINK'S APARTMENT - DAY

Pink tries calling Blue and gets his voicemail for the 
millionth time.

PINK
Pick up pick up pick up-

BLUE'S VOICEMAIL
Hey it's Blue, just text me no one 
listens to voicemails. BOOP!

PINK
Hey Blue, it's Pink, just calling 
you for the hundredth time. Where 
have you bee--
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VOICEMAIL
Mailbox full. You crazy.

PINK
Dammit!

INT. STACY'S APARTMENT - DAY

Pink bikes up to Stacy's apartment in the ghetto. SUPER 
rough area with gunshots and dogs barking all over the 
place. Inside, we hear bumping music coming from Stacy's 
apartment. Pink knocks and a few seconds later Stacy 
answers.

STACY
Sup betch!

PINK
Hey Stacy, you haven't seen Red 
around have you? Blue hasn't been 
answering his phone for like two 
days.

STACY
Who's Red?

PINK
That guy you have sex with every 
day...

We see Stacy's Sex Calendar which shows that she has sex 
with Red every single day.

STACY
Which one?

PINK
The one with the hat...

STACY
Ohhhh... Steven?

Steven comes to the door in a HUGE sombrero.

STEVEN
Sup babe, you ready for round 
tres?

Pink walks away as mariachi music blasts.

PINK
Ughh, Nevermind.
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STACY
Brad, when'd you get that hat?

SCENE 18 - CAFE TOURETTES

EXT. CAFE TOURETTES - DAY

Outside the cafe, Dingleberry puts a hand on the plane.

DINGLEBERRY
Sorry we couldn't meet again, old 
Crookygrin, but I'm sure I'll see 
you soon. I'm SUPER old.

CHAD-GENDARMERIE
Are you sure it was Rouge et Bleu?

DINGLEBERRY
Oh yep, they went that-a-way.

CHAD-GENDARMERIE
Fantastique! We will find them no 
matter what. Gendarmerie, 
mobilizement!! Comb the area and 
your moustaches. Especially you, 
Jacques.

JACQUES BON
(Combing)

Oui.

The Gendarmerie (that's French for cops) all spread out, 
chanting, "Hon. Hon. Hon. Hon. Hon-" as they go. A shadow 
passes over Dingleberry and he looks up. It's Tak-dawg 
being a creeper.

TAKAGAMI
Excellent work, Colonel 
Dingleberry, the sword is safe 
thanks to you.

DINGLEBERRY
You said I'd get a reward?

TAKAGAMI
And you shall. You'll be seeing 
your friend Crookygrin sooner than 
you think.

Takagami stabs Dingle in the guts.
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DINGLEBERRY
Oh shit! Should have seen that 
comin'.

Dingle dead.

INT. CAFE TOURETTES - DAY

Red is making out with le waitress on a table. Hawt. She's 
licking his face.

RED
Yeee lemme show you how to French 
kiss.

WAITRESS
Why don't you show me your Tour 
Eiffel instead.

RED
Hahaha what?

Blue runs up.

BLUE
Red? What are you doing?

RED
Beat it man, we're kinda having a 
private moment here.

ZOOM OUT to see Ctp DJ and his wife at the table. A waiter 
is standing by the table as well. Red and the waitress 
don't care and continue to make out.

CAPTAIN DJ
Garçon! There seems to be an 
asshole in our soup.

Red, who has his butt in soup, farts and makes bubbles. 
They leave and we zoom back in a bit.

BLUE
Dude! Takagami and those ninjas 
could still be out there. We gotta 
find le Tour Eiffel!

Cut in to Red and girl.

RED
Don't worry about him. Why don't 
you escargot get us a bottle of 
wine?
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She giggles and they roll off the table. She sits up and 
puts her hair up as Blue grabs the phrase book left by Cpt 
DJ and flips to a page.

BLUE
Uh... "Il a beaucoup des crabes 
pénis."

English subtitles: HE HAS LOTS OF PENIS CRABS. The waitress 
looks at Red in disgust and promptly leaves. Red gets up 
and hops into a chair next to Blue.

RED
Don't forget that bottle of wine!

BLUE
Seriously? We don't have time for 
this.

RED
Have you SEEN this place? There's 
wine and women EVERYWHERE!

Wide shot of the Cafe. The plane bursts into flames.

RED
We're in paradise monsieur!

BLUE
Nope, this is Paris. We gotta find 
that stupid blade and get outta 
here.

RED
Auuuuugh. Why are you always 
bossing everyone around? What are 
you, the king of Europe?

BLUE
We just don't have time for 
another interrup--

The lights go off. There is a microphone squeak.

BLUE (CONT'D)
--tion...

Accordion music begins to play and we see Lord Tourettes is 
on stage. The audience applauds.

LORD TOURETTES
(singing)

Fromage... Fromage. In France it's 
called fromage. It isn't a 
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mirage... Better pay it some 
homage. Baguette! Baguette! It 
looks just like a DICK! You bake 
it in the oven and it smells just 
like a SHIT! Cause France's 
favorite meal is 
DEADBABYNAZIASSCHEESEPOWERFART!

There is a momentary pause, then the fans explode into 
applause. They love swearing.

FRENCHMAN
(weepy)

Oh! He swears just like my son.

RED
Dude, is that Lord Tourettes?

LT waves to them.

LORD TOURETTES
Hello BUTTFUCKERS!

BLUE
Yeah, that's Lord Tourettes.

LT jumps down onto their table.

RED
Dude, what're you doing in Paris?

LORD TOURETTES
Playing the accordion.

BLUE
But why are you in Paris?

LORD TOURETTES
To play the accordion!

HE throws his accordion into the air. It lands in Cpt DJ's 
soup.

CAPTAIN DJ
Garçon, I believe there's an 
accordion in our soup.

The waiter slaps him so hard he passes out into his soup 
bowl too.

CAPTAIN DJ'S DATE
Uh garçon, I believe there is a 
man in our soup.
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Back at Red and Blue's table...

LORD TOURETTES
What are you two doing here?

RED
We're here to play the accordion 
too.

LORD TOURETTES
Really?

BLUE
NO!

RED
Wait we're not?

BLUE
No, we're trying to find something 
called "le Tour Eiffel."

LORD TOURETTES
Le Tour Eiffel. Oh! You must mean 
"The Eiffel Tower."

BLUE
That's what it is??

RED
FRENCH IS RETARDED!

The doors burst open and the French police rush through.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
GENDARME! ARRETEZ-VOUS! Spread 
out. Find those assholes Rouge and 
Bleu...

Blue looks over and sees all the cops.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE (CONT'D)
...And KILL THEM!

BLUE
Aah, get down!

Blue pulls everyone down.

RED
(Starting to dance)

I'm always gettin' down. Down down 
down.
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CHAD-GENDARMARIE
No one kills a mime in my town.

BLUE
Stop it! Now the French police are 
trying to kill us too!

RED
This quest sucks. Who's dumb idea 
was this?

BLUE
Yours, numbnuts. Now shut up and 
hide.

Blue hides under the table, but LT doesn't know where to 
go. 

LORD TOURETTES
SHIT!

LT runs over and a woman mistakes him for a waiter.

LE MOM
Waiter, do you work here? We 
ordered crab legs.

LT sees Chad-Gendarmarie walking up.

LORD TOURETTES
Ooh, why... yes you did! They're 
right here.

He looks around then spots a covered dish, but Chad-
Gendarmarie descends upon him.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Waiter! Have you seen these two 
men?

He holds up a picture of Red and Blue.

LORD TOURETTES
Uhhhh...

LE MOM
Our crab legs?

LORD TOURETTES
(To Chad)

Un moment, monsieur.

He opens the lid and we see Red in crap pose. He looks 
horrifying. Chad-Gendarmarie AND LT gasp.
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CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Yeesh. Your food looks... 
delicious!

A little boy takes one of Red's arms and tries to pull it 
off.

LE BOY
Mama, the crab's legs won't come 
off.

LE MOM
You must first crack the shell.

The boy takes the pliers and breaks Red's arm. He starts 
bleeding and his face goes crazy.

LE MOM (CONT'D)
There you go, take a bite.

The little boy starts eating Red's arm and Red starts 
silently crying.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
My, your food is cooked so fresh, 
it is still crying! May I... try a 
bite?

LE MOM
Please! It is too much for us.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Merci Beaucoup!

Chad takes Red's other arm and breaks it in half and starts 
eating too.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE (CONT'D)
Mmmm. It is... rather tender!

LORD TOURETTES
It's our... uh... most famous 
dish!

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Men! Men! You must come over and 
try this crab!

Red is terrified. Just then, Blue, who is watching crouched 
behind a table, sees Cpt DJ's hat. He takes it and runs up 
to Chad.

BLUE
Monsieur! We have finished our 
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sweep. Rouge and Bleu are nowhere 
to be found.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Very well. We will return 
tonight... For dinner! And make 
sure you have plenty of crab! 
Gendarmarie! Mobilismon! Check the 
next restaurant!

The cops leave and Red is broken and crying.

RED
Take me back to the ocean.

BLUE
Come on, dude. Be quiet and we can 
get outta here.

Red farts. The cops stop.

TOMSKA GENDARME
Did that crab just fart?

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Crabs do not have BUTTHOLES!

RED
AAH! Don't let them eat me!

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Open fire!

They all scream and bolt as the Gendarmerie fire on them.

EXT. ALLEYWAY - DAY

They run out the back alley and to a car.

BLUE
We gotta get outta here!

LT smashes the window and opens the locks.

LT
Get in! Ima hotwire this SHIT!!

They pile into the car.

BLUE
Come on!
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RED
I'm not goin' to jail again!

The car starts.

BLUE
Thank god. Lord Tourettes, can you 
get us to the Eiffel Tower?

LT
You bet your sweet ASS! Now BUCKLE 
THE FUCK UP!!! It's gonna be a 
bumpy ride.

LT peels out.

SCENE 19 - BAGUETTE-AWAY

LT stomps on the pedal and floors. The cops charge out of 
the restaurant and fire at the escaping car.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
(On the radio)

Alert all units! Get me 
eeeveryythinggg.

EXT. PARIS STREETS - DAY

The car weaves through the alley and onto the street but 
its blocked off by police.

POLICE MAN
Freeze, Americans!

They spin a one-eighty and race the other way. Within 
seconds, police cars speed after them, sirens blaring, 
while a helicopter drops in from the sky. Two motopoz with 
guns pull up next to the car and box them in. Red kicks one 
of the bikers off. The biker gets crushed by a truck. Blue 
knocks the other one off, and the bike is tipping as it 
drives forwards. Red climbs out the window.

RED
I'll be back!

He jumps out of the car and onto the motorcycle. Red peels 
off, still following LT, and leads a motochase through the 
city, dodging bullets, oncoming cars, and finally launching 
over the center divide as Blue and LT watch, stunned, 
through the windshield of their car. The police try to do 
the same but get obliterated by oncoming trucks.
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Red takes the chase up onto a raised marketplace, weaving 
between the stalls. He's a killer motocyclist and makes the 
others crash with his sweet skills. At one of the market 
stalls, an umbrella man holds up umbrellas for sale.

UMBRELLA MAN
Umbrellas! Get your umbrellas! 
Hey!

Red grabs the umbrella out of his hands as he passes by on 
his bike. He leaps off the raised ledge, bouncing off of 
parked cars, and smashes a policeman in the head. He 
crashes into an incredible ball of fiery fire. A helicopter 
comes down and starts sniping the car. They fly overhead 
and a Le-SWAT officer jumps out onto the roof.

LT
Take the wheel BITCH!

Blue drives while LT climbs out onto the roof and beats the 
shit out of the officer with his accordion. LT is almost 
beaten, but uses his accordion to knock Le Cop to his 
death. He then uses it to sling onto the chopper's skid and 
climbs in. He takes out the pilot and now is flying the 
helicopter overhead. He uses the helicopter's guns to take 
out some po's.

BLUE
Where are we going?

LT
Follow me! I'll guide you to the 
COCK of Paris!

BLUE
The what of WHAT!?

In the helicopter, LT guides Blue through the streets. Red 
jumps off his motorcycle and hijacks a truck, ramming other 
trucks into buildings and shit.

RED
Chases are great.

Suddenly, a police car blitzes out from an alleyway cutting 
him off. Red crashes full on into it and is sent flying 
through the windshield. He tumbles into the streets. As he 
looks up he gets clocked in the face by a baton and eats 
shit. French SWAT vans are driving right towards him.

BLUE
Red!

Blue sees him and swoops in for the rescue. He drifts the 
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car hard in an arc around Red, smashing the van into the 
wall (it blows up hard, tossing Red into the back seat like 
a badass.

RED
Holy crap... I almost died!

BLUE
You're welcome, motherfucker.

Blue and Red are coming up on a dead end. The entire French 
police force behind them. There's nowhere else to go.

LT
Grab on!

LT lowers the chopper and Red and Blue grab on. They pull 
up just as the car hits the dead end and explodes. The 
three escape in the helicopter above the streets of Paris 
to the applause of everyone in the audience.

SCENE 20 - THE COCK OF PARIS

EXT. EIFFEL TOWER - DAY

The helicopter flies towards a shittily drawn Eiffel Tower. 
LT points.

LT
There it is! Le Tour Eiffel!

Cops surround them as they fly in closer.

LT
Fun fact, this tower was ERECTED 
in 1889!

BLUE
Gross.

As they approach the tower, all three bail and just let the 
helicopter explode on the ground. So lazy. There are cops 
EVERYWHERE.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Oh crap, they got us surrounded!

Chad-gendarmerie shouts up to the criminals on the Eiffel 
Tower.

CHAD-GENDARMERIE
Oh ho, you are surrounded! Get off 
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of our cock!

RED
You get offa MAH cock, dick!

CHAD-GENDARMERIE
HUH! How DARE you!

ASSISTANT COP
Be careful, he curses well.

BLUE
LT, can you hold them off while we 
get the blade?

LT
Leave it to meeeee!

BLUE
Come on!

Red and Blue start climbing to the top. LT pulls out his 
accordion and starts singing a lullaby.

LT
Go to sleep, mes petites, and 
dream of fresh baguettes. Drink my 
wine, my sweethearts, AND MY 
FUCKING ASS SHARTS!

Below, all of the cops start to sway and fall asleep.

CHAD-GENDARMERIE
Zut alore! I am becoming very le 
sleepy...

Red and Blue approach the top.

BLUE
Uh... Now what?

RED
Stick it in. STICK IT INNNN!

BLUE
You're such a creep.

Blue takes the hilt and places it top down on the top of 
the tower. There is a flash and he pulls it out, this time 
with the sword's blade attached. He and Red marvel at it.

BLUE
Whoaaa. Two pieces down, one left 
to go. I wonder what that last 
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piece is?

RED
I hope it's a dragon.

BLUE
I really don't think it's a 
dragon.

Red and Blue climb down to Lord Tourettes.

LT
(whispering)

Oh splendid! You found it!

RED
Yeah, but we're still missin' dat 
last piece.

BLUE
Oh wait! The letter!

Blue pulls out the letter and tried to read it.

BLUE
Dammit, it's in French.

LT
I can read it! It says the last 
piece of the sword is a FHSDKF!

Red and Blue shush him as he begins cursing.

LT
Gem! It's a gem. And it's hidden 
in ASS-huxbyt... in a mountain, 
behind your TAI0asfrsd home town. 
Fantastique!

RED
Really? Tres bon!

BLUE
Yeah that's super convenient.

LT
Good Fkckkccing luck you two! I 
hope you find... your destiny!

BLUE
Aw man. Thanks Lord Tourettes! See 
ya!
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RED
Adios lil Green man!

LT
Au revoir MOTHERFUCKERS!!!

All the cops wake up.

RED
AGH RUN!

Red and Blue hop over the edge of the balcony and scale 
down so fast. LT cocks a glock.

CHAD-GENDARMARIE
Don't let them get away! They have 
defiled France's cock!

We zoom far into the background revealing Takagami hiding 
in the bushes like a creep... As always.

TAKAGAMI
That sword will be MINE. 
Ooooohh....

He sinks slowly into the earth.

SCENE 21 - MAPQUEST

We see a map version of Red and Blue's travels back home, 
Indiana Jones-style. Run to a car. Car to the airport. 
Plane over the ocean. It crashes. Picked up by a boat. It 
sinks. Submarine to the coast. Turtle dragons to the shore. 
Motorcycles on the highway. Arrive at a rocket. Blast into 
orbit, separate, parachute down into a train. Train across 
country. Detach and handcar into a subway station.

NARRATOR
And so Red and Blue escaped from 
the Takagami Demon Army and the 
French Police and took a long 
convoluted map journey home... To 
find the last piece of the Great 
Sword of Destiny so Blue can give 
Pink a birthday present or 
something. I dunno this movie's 
crazy. Am I in your mind... Or are 
you in mine!? AGH!!!

The narrator blows his brains out.
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INT. TRAIN STATION - DAY

Red and Blue hop off into the station just as the metro 
train smashes the little hand-car.

BLUE
Ugh, I am never taking a plane-
boat submarine-turtle-dragon-
motorcycle rocket-parachute-train-
handcar AGAIN!

RED
Yeah, I mean probably not.

SCENE 22 - RED & BLUE ADIEU

EXT. CITY STREETS - DAY

Red sprints topside and gasps at all the buildings around 
him. We see a bar, marijuana shop and strip joint.

RED
Ah America. It's good to be back.

Blue walks up and pulls out Crooky's letter.

BLUE
Ok, according to LT the Gem of the 
Sword is hidden in a mountain. Are 
there any mountains around here?

Pan up... HUGE ass mountain in the background.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Huh, I never noticed that before.

Stacy swags up.

STACY
Sup boyz!

RED
Stacy!? I see two mountains right 
here.

BLUE
Oh crap not now. Dude, we don't 
have time for this!

RED
Pshh it can wait a little bit, 
that gem hasn't gone anywhere for 
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like a billion years!

BLUE
Pink's birthday party is starting 
any minute! I gotta get there. No 
gem no sword, no sword no present, 
no present no Blue and Pink!

RED
Relaaaax, I'll just have a drink 
or two.

He's got a bottle in one hand and Stacy's smoochin' up on 
him.

BLUE
You NEVER just have a drink or 
two!

RED
I promise. Just a couple bottles 
and we'll have that whateveritis 
in no time.

He's got tons of booze and girls. This party's starting up 
behind him.

BLUE
Red, seriously, what the hell? 
We're so close!

Red now has shades on and it's a huge-ass party.

RED
Don't be such a stick in the butt 
dude! We made it home! It's party 
time, man! Hey laaaaaddiieessss!!

The party limo-hummer drives up and Red hops in. That bass 
is BUMPIN'.

BLUE
I don't know why I ever trusted 
you! You never follow through on 
anything! This is the most 
important thing that's ever 
happened to me and you're 
bailing?!

RED
Dude there's boobs in here, what 
am I supposed to do?
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BLUE
Be my friend!!

RED
Sorry bro, this train's leavin' 
for Wasteface USA! Population, 
deez hos, deez nutz and dis bottle 
of jack! Get over here gurl and 
putcho face on mah sack! WOOO!

The hummer drives off leaving Blue in a cloud of smoke.

BLUE
REDDDD!!!

Blue stands there all alone staring hopelessly at the 
mountain.

EXT. PINK'S ROOFTOP - DAY

At Pink's apartment's root top, the party is starting. Not 
too many people there yet. She checks her phone... No new 
messages. She sighs and puts the phone away.

ZACK
Dude, this party sucks.

ED
Eh, at least there's free beer.

PINK
Happy birthday to me. Happy 
birthday where's Blue?

EXT. BASE OF THE MOUNTAIN - DAY

Blue is at the base of the mountain looking up, holding the 
sword.

BLUE
Jesus. That Raccoon's reward 
better be worth it.

Blue gets out the sword and steels up.

BLUE (CONT'D)
I don't need that jerk. I'll do 
this alone. This is for you, Pink. 
I'm comin' baby. Time to get my 
quest on! BEGIN EPIC MONTAGE!

BEGIN EPIC MONTAGE:
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- Red parties with chicks and gets drunk.

- Blue climbs up the mountain but slips and falls down.

- Pink looks at a photo of Blue that is blown away by the 
wind.

- Red buries his face in some ta-tas.

- Blue tries again on a sure-footed ram, but this time he 
and the ram fall together.

- Pink looks at a photo of Blue on her phone which is blown 
away by the wind.

- The Raccoon trains against a straw dummy with his katana.

- Third time is the charm: Blue harnesses an eagle and 
tries to fly up the mountain but then both are tumbling 
down together. Somehow.

- Red passes out and hits his head on the bar.

- Pink looks at a photo of Blue on her computer on 
StickBook which is all blown away by wind. Also, somehow.

- Shots of Blue looking determined and climbing, the 
Raccoon training in slow-mo, and Red puking into the 
toilet.

- Pink stands outside her birthday party and starts 
weeping. Red, being driven in an ambulance to the hospital, 
sees this and has a change of heart... Maybe?

- Blue climbs up to the top of the mountain, but when he 
peers up is looking into the eyes of Takagami. Uh oh, he's 
captured.

SCENE 23 - GETTIN' MAH QUEST ON

INT. VOLCANO - DAY

A bag is pulled off of Blue's head and he looks around 
frantically.

BLUE
Hey, what's going on? OH MY GOD! 
WHAT THE HELL?

Blue sees that he is tied up inside a huge-tall lava filled 
volcano. Ghost Ninja Warriors are everywhere.
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T-Bone is on the other side holding the sword. He walks up 
to a sick pedestal. He plucks out the gem and puts that 
shit in the sword. WHOOSH! It's legit now. It's officially 
the Great Sword of Destiny. And it looks sweet. Magic 
sparkles!

TAKAGAMI
Oh my GOD, check this out! IT IS 
SO COOL! ISN'T THIS COOL!?

Stabs one of his minions.

MINION
Oh, boss, that feels crazy.

Minion falls into the lava with a fiery POOF!

TAKAGAMI
I suppose we should be thankful, 
Blue-san, you lead us straight to 
the Great S-Word of Destiny. And 
now, I am going to avenge every 
person who has died EVER!

BLUE
Wait, what about people who died 
of old age?

TAKAGAMI
Them too!

Blue struggles against his captors as they lead him to the 
edge of the precipice!

BLUE
That's a stupid plan! Now give me 
back that sword!

TAKAGAMI
You're a stupid plan. Throw the 
round-head into the volcano!

The minions shove Blue into the volcano. He screams as he 
plummets towards the BURNING la-VA, but then out of nowhere 
Red swoops in and grabs him. Takagami stands stunned, and 
just then the muthafuckin Raccoon swangs into this shit and 
snatches up that ghost knife.

TAKAGAMI (CONT'D)
MAH GHOST KNIFE!

Red and Blue swing over to a ledge and land safely.
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BLUE
RED?! What are you doing here?

RED
After I finished drinking all 
those girls and screwing all that 
beer I decided I should come 
back... For mah friend!

BLUE
I must be dead.

The Raccoon calls across the cavernous volcano.

RACCOON
Blue-san! The Red one tells the 
truth. You have a very good friend 
indeed.

RED
You were right man. For once I 
gotta finish what I started. Plus 
that sword is pretty tight.

BLUE
That's what I've been saying the 
whole time! So you're back?

RED
I'm back dude.

The Raccoon and Takagami leap onto a ledge. Takagami whips 
out a katana.

TAKAGAMI
You... you're back?!

RACCOON
It is time to finish what I 
started 10,000 years ago.

TAKAGAMI
Are you still butt-hurt about that 
little Geisha you called a wife?

RACCOON
The only one who is about to be 
hurt... is you.

TAKAGAMI
You really think you can defeat 
all of us?

Gestures to badguys.
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RACCOON
Didn't you know? I can go all 
night baby. I'm nocturnal!

THEY LEAP AT ONE ANOTHER AND START TO FIGHT!!

SCENE 24 - ANIMALITY

INT. VOLCANO - DAY

The ghost ninja army descends on Red and Blue.

BLUE
We're in for a huge fight aren't 
we?

RED
You know it, try to take some 
notes.

BLUE
Ya right, I didn't play all those 
video games for nothing.

They fight too!!! Red kicks ass with karate and Blue uses 
his video game knowledge to start throwin bows.

BLUE (CONT'D)
A NEW CHALLENGER APPEARS! K.O.! 
FLAWLESS VICTORY! FINISH HIM! Oh 
my god, this is actually working!

RED
Yeah dude keep doin it!

BLUE
HADOKEN!

RED
BRUTALITY!

BLUE
ANIMALITY!

RED
BEASTIALITY!

BLUE
GROSS!

Elsewhere, the Raccoon and Takagami duel.
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TAKAGAMI
You can't kill me, you're just a 
stupid raccoon!

RACCOON
You need better insults!

The Raccoon chops off Takagami's mask and... he's ALSO a 
Raccoon!

RACCOON (CONT'D)
HUH!!! Father-san?

BLUE
HOLY SHIT!!!!!!!

RED
HOLY SHIT!!!!!!!

POWER-FLASH-BACK! Takagami is training lil Raccoon in a 
dojo.

TAKAGAMI
If you ever want to fight evil, 
you must keep your elbows 
straight.

RACCOON
Father, one day I want to go to 
America.

TAKAGAMI
That is NOT a country yet!

BACK TO PRESENT DAAAAYY!

The Raccoon lowers his sword.

RACCOON
YOU are Lord Takagami?

TAKAGAMI
Did you ever wonder why we have 
the same last name?

RACCOON
IMPOSSIBRRUUU!!!

Duel!! Best sword fight you have ever seen in your eyes. 
Better than Hook versus Rufio. And twice as sad. The 
Raccoon eventually beats Takagami, who falls to his knees.
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RACCOON
Father-san, why did you become 
soooo evil?

TAKAGAMI
I had to avenge all the people who 
have died in the world!

RACCOON
But... by killing people aren't 
you creating more people you need 
to avenge?

TAKAGAMI
Yes. That way I can do this sweet 
job forever!

RACCOON
You ARE evil!

TAKAGAMI
And you kept your elbows straight.

RACCOON
Sayonara, Father-san.

The Raccoon cuts off Takagami's head and he falls into the 
lava. Red and Blue run off. We see the cliff the Raccoon's 
on and Red and Blue climb up to him.

RED
Oh shit. Natures ninja!

BLUE
Raccoon, you okay?

RACCOON
I am... so sad.

RED
But you did it man! You friggin' 
cut your dad's head off.

RACCOON
(Sighs)

It is true. Takagami is finally 
defeated.

RED
Yeah, that hombre is muerte.

Everything starts rumbling.
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BLUE
What is that?

RACCOON
....................OCHO muerte.

The face of Takagami morphs into Ocho Muerte as he emerges 
from the lava! OH NO WHAT??? The massive octopus blasts out 
of the lava and smashes apart the precipice sending Red, 
Blue and the Raccoon flying. Within moments, Ocho Muerte 
has climbed out of the volcano and disappeared.

RACCOON
FOLLOW ME!

They peek over the top of the Volcano. Ocho Muerte is 
descending on the city. Hella tents.

RACCOON (CONT'D)
Ohhhhhhhh Fuck.

BLUE
Hoooooooly SHIIITTT!! THAT'S Ocho 
Muerte??

RED
That is a BIG-ass sushi!!

RACCOON
Boys. Your town is in grave 
danger!

BLUE
Oh my god, Pink!

RED
She's probably fine.

Ocho smashes buildings.

RED (CONT'D)
...Okay we should probably get 
down there.

BLUE
Let's go!

RACCOON
Quickly! There is no time to rose!

The three leap over the edge and run towards the city.

SCENE 25 - THE GREAT FRIENDSHIP OF DESTINY
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EXT. PINK'S ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Stacy is drunk as fuck and stumbles up to Pink.

STACY
Hey PANK! Have you ever met my 
sister?

Pan to see Go Home Girl.

GO HOME GIRL
(whispering)

Happy birthday.

PINK
Thanks... I just wish Blue was 
here.

STACY
Whatever betch, boys are 
overrated.

OCHO SHOWS UP! Tentacles smash onto the roof. Pink and 
Stacy scream like girls.

PINK
What the fuck is that?!

STACY
Wow, this party's crazy.

Ocho slaps her away.

STACY (CONT'D)
Ow mah boobz!

Ocho climbs over the roof and shows his ugly ass face. Pink 
is scared. Pink defends herself with a chair but the 
octopus slaps it out of her hands. Another tentacle tires 
to grab her but the Raccoon chops it off! Pink gasps and 
looks back to see Red and Blue.

PINK
Blue!? What's going on?

BLUE
Sorry I'm late. It's a long story.

RED
Just like my dick!

BLUE
Really Red?
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Raccoon stands on the edge of the building.

RACCOON
Ocho Muerte! Go back from whence 
you came!

The beast laughs with Takagami's voice.

OCHO MUERTE
You can't kill a Takagami that 
easily!

RACCOON
Father-san, you were Ocho Muerte 
too!?

TAKAGAMI
When you defeated me I trapped 
your wife for ETERNITY! A Takagami 
could NEVER marry a Geisha!

RACCOON
But Father-san, I loved her!

TAKAGAMI
Then how about a reunion?

Ocho picks up the Raccoon and he drops the sword.

RACCOON
Boys... It's up to you now!

In the second saddest moment in movie history, Ocho Muerte 
drops the Raccoon, everyone's favorite character!

RACCOON
Oh--oh noo. Nooooo! 

Ocho Muerte swallows the Raccoon whole. Damn. They peek 
over the edge of the building.

BLUE
No! Papa-san!

Pink gets grabbed by the tentacles.

PINK (O.S.)
(Screams)

Blue! Help!

BLUE
Pink!
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RED
Dude... The sword!

Blue spots the sword as Pink is dragged off. In an epic 
slow motion scene we see Blue dodge a tentacle.

RED (CONT'D)
Cartwheel dude!

Blue cartwheels and picks up the sword in one motion and 
slices off the beast's tentacle. Awesome tableau shot. Blue 
is finally a man. Pink falls onto the edge of the building. 
The severed tentacle crushes the corner of the building and 
Blue falls with the sword.

RED
Blue!

Blue falls and Pink peeks over the edge.

PINK
Blue!

Red runs and jumps over catching them both. They fall one 
story down. Red catches him and the sword, hanging on 
barely by his feet.

BLUE
Dude I'm slipping! You can't pull 
me up with just one arm!

RED
But I'll drop the sword!

BLUE
Do it, or you'll drop me!

Red looks Blue in the eye.

RED
Sorry, dude.

BLUE
What!? NOOOOO!

Red drops Blue and he falls for an eternity landing in Ocho 
Muerte's horrible mouth. He dies a bloody death. Right as 
he bites down we hard cut to the two of them still on the 
ledge. 

BLUE (CONT'D)
RED! Did you just imagine dropping 
me!?
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RED
Maybe. Ah fuck it.

BLUE
REDDDD!

Red drops Blue and the sword. On the bite we cut back 
again.

BLUE (CONT'D)
STOP IMAGINING WAYS TO KILL ME AND 
PULL ME UP!

RED
Nah!

All three fall in. Screaming. Cut back again.

BLUE
I thought we were actually friends 
this time.

Red has an epic internal struggle.

RED
We are.

Red drops the Sword and pulls Blue. The sword spirals down 
and Takagami screams! The Great Sword of Destiny flies 
right into Ocho Muerte's mouth and he explodes. Red and 
Blue cower away.

After a long moment, the smoke clears.

RED
Holy shit... you okay?

BLUE
No way. You?

RED
Nah. Hey man, I'm sorry I've been 
such an asshole, I've uh, never 
really had a friend before.

BLUE
Really?

RED
Yeah.

BLUE
It's all good man, just stop 
pooping in my bed okay?
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RED
I never pooped in your bed.

BLUE
I've been pooping in my sleep?

RED
Nah, I'm just messing with you I 
poop in your bed... but I won't 
anymore.

RACCOON (O.S.)
Ugh...

They hear something that sounds like... the Raccoon?

BLUE
Huh! Papa-san!

They climb onto the roof.

BLUE (CONT'D)
Papa-san?

RED
Raccoon dat you?

Fog clears and the Raccoon lifts his head off the ground.

BLUE
Raccoon...

RACCOON
HOOOUUUGGGHHHH... I'm arive?

BLUE
Oooh. We thought you were SUPER 
dead.

RED
Surrriously!

RACCOON
Not yet.

A woman coughs. The Raccoon is instantly alert. The Raccoon 
looks through the dissipating smoke.

RACCOON (CONT'D)
Mama-san?

The smoke clears, revealing Mama-San on her feet.
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MAMA-SAN
Papa-san!

The two raccoons run towards each other and embrace 
passionately! You've never seen anything weirder in your 
life.

RACCOON
I thought I rost you forever!

MAMA-SAN
No, my ruv, only for 10,000 years!

They kiss soooooooo good.

RACCOON
I will never rose you again!

BLUE
That's... your wife?

RACCOON
Yes. I could not face my son after 
destroying Japan and I feared the 
sword was lost forever. Thanks to 
your bravery it has been 
reconstructed and I could finally 
save my wife.

Raccoon and Mama-san hold paws.

BLUE
Wait, so this whole time we were 
actually risking our necks for 
you?

RED
We got trickedddd.

RACCOON
I did trick you into finding the 
sword for me, but what you found 
for yourself... was friendship.

BLUE
That's true.

RED
Lame-- uh, yeah yeah.

BLUE
Huh, Pink!

Pink runs out of nowhere.
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PINK
Blue!

BLUE
Pink!

The two long-lost lovers hug it out.

PINK
I was so worried about you. I 
thought you were dead!

BLUE
You know I'd never miss your 
birthday party.

MAMA-SAN
Young lovers... This Sacred Lotus 
Flower has kept our love strong 
for ten-thousand years... may it 
do the same for you.

Mama-san hands Blue the beautiful Lotus Flower. Blue bows.

BLUE
Nintendo.

The Raccoon and Wife-san bow back. Blue hands it to Pink.

PINK
Blue! It's beautiful!

BLUE
I told you I'd get you something 
special.

Pink kisses Blue for the first time ever. Yes.

PINK
I love you.

BLUE
I love you too.

RED
I got a boner!

BLUE
Good one.

Blue and Red, best friends, stand next to each other.

RED
Dude, aren't you glad you went on 
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this quest?

BLUE
Yeah man, I told you I wasn't a 
pussy!

RED
Pssh! I always knew we could pull 
it off!

BLUE
Really?

Red raises his hand up.

RED
Well, yeah. Cause we're awesome!!!

They high five. THE high five! For real this time. BOOM! 
EXPLOSIONS!

THE NED! (_Sp?)


